Introduction to Motor Neuron Diseases {#Sec1}
=====================================

The selective degeneration of motor neurons (MNs) is a pathological feature of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), and other MN diseases. Upper MNs, including giant cells of Betz located in layer 5 of the primary motor cortex and the pyramidal cells of the motor and premotor cortex, control the function of the brainstem, as well as spinal MNs via the corticobulbar and corticospinal tracts, respectively. Lower MNs (somatic) are located in the ventral horn (laminae IX) of the spinal cord and innervate striated muscle of the axial skeleton in both upper and lower limbs. They are the final effectors leading to all voluntary movement. These lower spinal MNs can be divided into classes (alpha, beta, and gamma) and subtypes (fast-twitch fatigable, fast-twitch fatigue resistant, and slow twitch fatigue-resistant) based on the type of muscle fiber they innervate and on the contractile properties of the motor units formed \[[@CR1]\]. Although MN cell death (leading to the loss of muscle function) is a common characteristic of ALS and SMA, these disorders affect different populations of MN across the rostral-caudal axis of the central nervous system (CNS).

ALS {#Sec2}
---

ALS is an adult-onset disease characterized by the progressive loss of MNs in the cortex, brainstem, and spinal cord leading to the atrophy of skeletal muscle, eventual paralysis and death of patients within 1 to 5 years of disease onset \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. The incidence of ALS is 2 to 3 in 100,000, and the lifetime risk for ALS is 1 in 2000 individuals, making it the most common MN disorder \[[@CR2], [@CR6], [@CR7]\]. ALS occurs in both sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (90% of cases) and familial forms (FALS). Predominantly, FALS is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner and 12 to 13% of these cases are associated with missense mutations in the gene encoding Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (*SOD1*) \[[@CR8]\]. The recently discovered mutations in the *TARDBP* and *FUS* genes account for another 8% of all FALS cases and a small percentage of sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis cases \[[@CR9]\]. Interestingly, studies using ALS autopsy samples have shown that motor neurons located in the oculomotor, trochlear, abducens, and Onuf's nuclei are spared in ALS \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\], whereas other affected motor neuron phenotypes appear to degenerate in specific patterns for each patient \[[@CR13]\].

Interestingly, *SOD1* gene knockouts did not lead to an ALS phenotype in mice. However, pathological hallmarks associated with motor neuron degeneration in ALS were recapitulated in mutant SOD1 transgenic animal models overexpressing various mutations in this gene \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\]. The most commonly used animal model is currently based around the missense mutation glycine 93 changed to alanine (G93A) resulting in the SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice. In this model, degeneration initially occurs among fast-twitch fatigable motor units, followed by fast-twitch fatigue resistant, and finally a late stage degeneration of the slow twitch fatigue-resistant subtype of motor neurons \[[@CR17]--[@CR20]\]. However, this progression of motor neuron degeneration has not yet been clearly established in the human disease. Studies in the SOD1^G93A^ mouse model of ALS and in autopsy material from ALS patients has led to the suggestion that degeneration of motor neurons in ALS may start distally at the neuromuscular junction \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]; although there is great interest in this hypothesis, further proof needs to be shown in both animal models and humans. For example, in the rat model of ALS, the early degeneration of the neuromuscular junction was not seen, suggesting that this may be species or model specific \[[@CR23]\]. The very recent discovery of new genes associated with FALS have led to the development of novel transgenic animal models, which will undoubtedly prove useful for both uncovering mechanisms of cell death and testing therapeutic strategies, and it has been recently reviewed \[[@CR24]\].

Why do motor neurons die selectively in this disease? To date, numerous mechanisms, including oxidative stress, excitotoxicity, impaired neurotrophic support, mitochondrial dysfunction, altered glial function, and more, have been linked to the degeneration of MNs in ALS \[[@CR25]\]. Furthermore, certain intrinsic properties, such as their large size (some of the largest neurons in the CNS), long axonal processes, weak calcium-buffering capacities and high metabolic rate may contribute to their susceptibility \[[@CR1], [@CR26]\]. However, recent data suggest that non-neuronal cells also participate in the disease process \[[@CR25], [@CR27]\], which has major implications for cell therapy approaches as discussed further on in this review. However, despite major scientific progress leading to a better comprehension of the pathological mechanisms associated with the disease, there is still no clear understanding of the causal event(s) initiating MN degeneration in ALS, which is severely affecting drug development.

SMA {#Sec3}
---

Affecting 1 in 6000 to 10,000 live births, the autosomal recessive disorder SMA is the most common genetic cause of infantile death \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. In contrast to ALS, SMA is characterized by the exclusive loss of lower MNs. However, the subtype and pool specific pattern of spinal motor neuron degeneration within the spinal cord in SMA is similar to that observed in ALS \[[@CR1]\]. A decreased expression in the survival motor neuron (SMN) protein caused by mutations in the *SMN1* gene is responsible for the specific degeneration of spinal α-MNs in SMA \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\]. The *SMN2* gene is nearly identical to *SMN1*; however, a translationally silent C to T nucleotide conversion in *SMN2* results in an alternative splicing event leading to exon 7 exclusion in the majority of the protein product (SMNΔ7) \[[@CR32]\], although a small percent of normal protein is also produced. There are 4 types of SMA based on disease severity and age of onset, which in broad terms are related to SMN2 copy number \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\]. Patients with type I SMA are the most severe with an age of onset ranging from 6 to 9 months of age and death occurring by the age of 2. Type II SMA patients present with an early childhood form of the disease with diagnosis occurring between 6 and 18 months of age and patients generally do not survive past young/middle to adulthood. Type III and IV SMA are less severe with age of onset occurring in late childhood and adulthood, respectively, and although patients are often wheelchair bound and require walking assistance, their lifespan is not affected. In contrast to humans, mice do not possess a copy of the *SMN2* gene and knockout of mouse *Smn* is embryonic lethal \[[@CR35]\]. However, insertion of 1 or multiple copies of the *SMN2* gene rescues this dramatic embryonic phenotype and provides SMA animal models of varying severity, depending on the number of copies of the *SMN2* gene present \[[@CR29], [@CR36]\]. Interestingly, as for ALS, pathology at the level of the neuromuscular endplate has been observed in SMA mouse models, but the onset, severity, and features associated with this phenomenon varies among animal models and studies, and has been recently reviewed \[[@CR37]\].

Cell-Based Therapies for Motor Neuron Diseases: Replacement or Protection? {#Sec4}
==========================================================================

Although MN replacement is the ultimate goal in transplantation therapy for most MN disorders, major hurdles, including cell survival, the generation of functional motor units, and appropriate projection for long distances to connect appropriately with the muscle need to be overcome. The generation and transplantation of support cells aimed at protecting remaining MNs from undergoing degeneration may be more realistic. To date, multiple cell types and methods of administration have been investigated in the past and are being investigated now as potential therapeutic candidates for the treatment of MN disease. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of studies completed since 2007 in animal models of motor neuron disease.Table 1Summary of transplantation approaches in ALA, SMA, and other models of motor neuron MN diseaseModelCell Type GraftedCell SourcePhenotype of Grafted CellsTime of GraftingMethod of AdministrationEffect on PathologyMechanismNotesRef.C7-C8 ventral root avulsion ratSpinal rat npc^GFP^E13.5 Rat embryosGFAP+ (most)Immediately after injuryIntraspinal4.1-fold ↑ MN SurvivalTrophic supportQuantification of MN survival and growth factor production (NGF, BDNF, GDNF)\[[@CR156]\]NeuN+ (few) SMA∆7 miceNSC ^ALDHhiSSClo^E12.5 Mouse embryosGFP+ (HB9 promoter)Postnatal day 1ICV1.25-fold ↑ MN SurvivalTrophic supportUndifferentiated\[[@CR62]\]Primed with Shh and RA1.39-fold ↑ LifespanNSC^ALDHhiSSClo^ also ↑ survival↑ Motor behavior SOD1^G93A^ ratRat NSCE16 eGFP+ EmbryosGFAP+, MAP-2+Pre-Symp. Symp.Tail vein injectionNot investigatedNot investigatedNo SD or N specified for grafted cell phenotype characterization.\[[@CR157]\] SOD1^G93A^ rathNPC^GDNF^Fetal cortical, age 10- to 15-weeks-oldNestin+ (most)Pre-Symp.Intraspinal↔ LifespanTrophic support\[[@CR23]\]GFAP+ (few)approx. 2-fold ↑ MN survival^†^ SOD1^G93A^ micehNSC^VEGF^Fetal telecephalon; 13-week-old immortalizedMap2+Pre-Symp.Intrathecal (L5-L6)1.1-fold ↑ Lifespan^‡^↓ apoptosis, trophic supportNo Quant. of grafted cell phenotype\[[@CR130]\] SOD1^G93A^ ratSpinal hNSCCervical and thoracic spinal cord of 8-week-old fetusTUJ1+ Synaptophysin+Pre-Symp.IntraspinalNot investigatedNot investigated\[[@CR117]\] SOD1^G93A^ ratSpinal hNSCCervical and thoracic spinal cord of 8-week-oldTUJ1+ Synaptophysin+Pre-Symp.IntraspinalDelayed onset by 1.08-foldNot investigated\[[@CR118]\]1.12-fold ↑ lifespan SOD1^G93A^ micehNPC ^BDNF,^ IGF-1, GDNF or VEGFTelencephalon; 14-week-old fetusNestin+ (most)Pre-Symp.Cisterna magna or lateral ventricles1.27-fold ↑ MN survival -GDNF ♂Not investigatedNo Quant. of MN numbers with hNPC^IGF\ or\ or^ hNPC^VEGF^\[[@CR127]\]GFAP+, TUJ1+1.08-fold ↓ survival-GDNF ♀ SOD1^G93A^ micehMSCIliac crest aspirates from healthy donorsN/APre-Symp.Irradiation and tail vein injectionDelayed onsetNot investigatedQuant. of MN numbers and function; low hMSC in parenchyma\[[@CR96]\]1.1-fold ↑ lifespan1.45-fold ↑ MN survival SOD1 ^Leu126delTT^ MiceRat MSC ^GFP^GFP+ tibial or femoral bone marrowPre-Symp.Fourth ventricleNo effectN/A\[[@CR97]\] SOD1^G93A^ ratRat MSC (BrdU pulsed)Rat, femur, and tibiasGFAP+Pre-Symp.Intrathecal1.13-fold ↑ lifespan↓ microgliosis,\[[@CR93]\]1.71-fold ↑ MN survival↓ inflammation SOD1^G93A^ micehMSCIliac crest of healthy donorsMAP2+ (rarely)Pre-Symp.Intraspinal1.06-fold ↑ MN survival ♀↓ microgliosisKaplan meyer analysis of survival not done\[[@CR101]\]GFAP^+^ (rarely)↑ motor behavior↓ astrocytosisSOD1^G93A^ rathMSC^GDNF^ (also GFP+)Neonatal bone marrow from healthy donorsMyosin heavy chain+Pre-Symp.Intramuscular↑ Lifespan (↑ 18 days in early onset rats; ↑ 28 days in late onset rats)Trophic support\[[@CR132]\]approx. 3-fold ↑ MN survival^†^ (SOD1 vs SOD1-MSC ^GDNF)^ SOD1^G93A^ micehMSCIliac crest aspirates from healthy donorsPre-Symp. (1× or 3×)Cisterna magna1.09 ↑ Lifespan (with 3× administration); delayed onsetNot investigatedFew cells in CNS parenchyma\[[@CR95]\]1.25 ↑ MN survival (multiple administration) SOD1^G93A^ micehMSCFrom ALS patients bone marrow (iliac crest)Pre-Symp.Cisterna magna1.06-fold ↑ lifespanNot investigatedfew hNuc+ cells in CNS parenchyma\[[@CR94]\]1.79-fold ↑ MN survival (at highest dose) SOD1^G93A^ miceGFP+ mouse bone marrowBone marrow of GFP+ miceIba1+Symp.Irradiation; tibias bone marrow1.07 ↑ Lifespan slowed progressionNot investigatedNo thorough Quant. of GFP+ cells\[[@CR77]\] SOD1^G93A^ miceC-Kit+ cellsBone marrow of GFP+ miceC-Kit+, GLT-1+Pre-Symp.Tail vein injectionDelayed onsetTrophic supportQuant. of MN survival;\[[@CR78]\]1.11-fold ↑ lifespan↓ microgliosisGrowth factors VEGF, ANG2.approx. a 1.6-fold ↑ MN survivalGLT-1 expression SOD1^G93A^ ratMouse ESHBG3 ES Cells (GFP+; HB9 promoter)ChAT+, GFP+Pre-Symp.Intraspinal↑ Motor behaviorNot investigatedNo grafted cells at end point\[[@CR49]\]Grafted cells present in WT rat SMA∆7 miceMurine ES-derived NSCsATCC or donatedMAP2+ (most)Post-natal Day 1ICV1.35 fold ↑ MN survivalTrophic support (GDNF, BDNF, TGF-α, NT3)Analysis of trophic factor secretion by ES derived NSCs\[[@CR55]\]GFAP+; Nestin+↓ muscle atrophyp: pre-symptomatic; Symp: symptomatic; Quant.: Quantification; BM: Bone marrow; (†) Specific numbers not available, (‡) SD or SEM not available.approx. = approximately; BM = bone marrow; ChAT = Choline acetyl transferase; CNS = central nervous system; ES = Embryonic stem cell; G93A = glycine 93 changed to alanine; GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic protein; GLT-1 = glutamate transporter-1; hMSC = human Mesenchymal stem cells; IGF-1 Insulin-like growth factor-1; x; MAP2+ = Microtubule associated protein; MN = motor neuron; NSCs; = neural stem celss; Pre-Symp = pre-symptomatic; Quant. = quantification; SMA = spianl muscular atrophy; SOD1 = superoxide dismutase 1; Symp = symptomatic; TGF = transforming growth factor; VEGF = Vascular endothelial growth factor; WT = wild-type

Replacing MNs as a Therapeutic Strategy? {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

MNs can be obtained from a limited number of sources. Primary MNs can be grown in culture following the isolation of fresh human or rodent fetal tissue \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. This method is a valuable tool enabling the study of motor neuron development, survival, and pathological mechanisms associated with disease. However, in the context of human grafting, is does not allow for the generation of the substantial number of cells required for transplantation, and tissue sources are scarce. More promising approaches are the differentiation of embryonic, induced pluripotent, or fetal-derived neural stem cells (NSCs) into MNs for transplantation. Embryonic stem (ES) cells are isolated from the inner cell mass of the embryonic blastocyst, they have a large proliferation potential, and they have the capacity of differentiating into cells of ectodermal, mesodermal, or endodermal lineage \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Human and rodent ES cells can be efficiently differentiated *in vitro* to express MN markers, such as ChAT and HB9, and they acquire the appropriate electrophysiological properties of mature MNs \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\]. Moreover, a small amount of axons extend into the periphery and form neuromuscular junctions following the transplantation of mouse ES cell-derived MNs into the chick embryo \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\]. Similarly, after intraspinal transplantation, mouse ES cell-derived MNs were shown to survive, extend axons, form functional motor units, and promote partial recovery from paralysis in a virus-induced rat model of MN degeneration \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. In this study, a combination approach, which included the treatment of mouse ES cells with dibutyryl-cAMP to promote MN survival, administration of rolipram, cyclosporine, and glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor to circumvent myelin repulsion, immune rejection, and promote axonal outgrowth, respectively, contributed to the success of this experimental paradigm. Using this combination paradigm, 35% of transplanted cells expressed choline acetyl transferase, 5% of these grafted motor neurons extended axons into ventral roots, and 3% successfully formed connections at the neuromuscular junction. In another acute model of injury, transplantation of mouse ES cell-derived MNs into transected tibial nerves of adult mice also resulted in the formation of functional neuromuscular synapses by grafted cells \[[@CR48]\]. Hence, following transplantation into the parenchyma or peripheral nerve in acute models of injury, some ES cell-derived MNs can form motor units. Nevertheless, axonal extension and the successful generation of neuromuscular junction by grafted ES cell-derived motor neurons in a chronic model of motor neuron disease has not been demonstrated. In fact, although intraspinal grafting of ES cell-derived MNs resulted in a significant improvement in motor behavior in the SOD1^G93A^ rat model of ALS, a histological analysis revealed a lack of graft survival in end-stage animals and no evidence of motor neuron outgrowth to the muscle \[[@CR49]\].

This is not surprising as an early *in vivo* study by Clement et al. \[[@CR50]\] revealed that wild-type motor neurons show signs of neuronal distress when surrounded by cells expressing mutant SOD1. Moreover, many studies have shown that multiple factors found in a degenerative microenvironment can kill motors *in vitro*. Accordingly, the work by Lopez-Gonzalez \[[@CR49]\] strongly suggests that long-term exposure to a degenerating or toxic microenvironment can be harmful to otherwise healthy MNs \[[@CR27], [@CR50]--[@CR54]\], and that any functional effects observed were most likely the result of reduced inflammation, trophic factor release from the grafted cells, or the production of protective astrocytes. In a more recent study, following the administration via the cerebrospinal fluid, murine ES-derived NSCs survived, migrated into the parenchyma, generated motor neurons, and improved the phenotype and survival of spinal muscular atrophy mice \[[@CR55]\]. Although reduced atrophy of the tibialis anterior was shown, the presence of a functional connection between graft-derived motor neurons and the motor end-plate was not investigated. Thus, prior to clinical translation, consistent outgrowth of transplanted motor neurons into animal models of motor neuron disease should be obtained. Moreover, the successful outgrowth of stem cell-derived motor neuron axons and functional connection to the muscle in larger animals, such as the rat, dog, pig, or primate has not yet been shown and is necessary to show feasibility of this approach in humans.

Another potential cell source for generating MNs are fetal-derived NSCs \[[@CR56]\]. NSCs self-renew, and are multipotent with the capacity of producing neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes \[[@CR57]--[@CR60]\]. Efficiency of MN generation from NSC is influenced by cell source, age of tissue at isolation, as well as passage number. In one study, Corti et al. \[[@CR61]\] isolated NSCs from mouse embryonic spinal cords, sorted the cells to obtain an aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH); side scatter (SSC); subpopulation and differentiated them toward an MN cell fate by priming with retinoic acid and sonic hedgehog. Administration of primed NSCs via injection into the CSF of neonatal *nmd* mice, an animal model of spinal muscular dystrophy, resulted in improved phenotype and extended survival. Following transplantation, 8% of total grafted cells were found to express choline acetyl transferase and 5% of axons counted in L4 ventral root were found to be of transplant origin. Using a similar strategy, the authors subsequently showed a significant extension in the lifespan of a mouse model of SMA \[[@CR62]\]. However, neither study demonstrated evidence indicating that the observed benefits were directly associated with the formation of functional motor units by the transplanted cells. Moreover, although not as efficient, the transplantation of undifferentiated ALDH: aldehyde dehydrogenase; SSC: side scatter; NSCs resulted in a significant increased survival of SMA mice. In a later publication, Corti et al. \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] proceeded to grafting LewisX^+^;CXCR4^+^ mouse NSCs differentiated toward an MN cell fate directly into the spinal cords of SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice model of ALS and *nmd* mice. Again, transplants into SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice extended the lifespan and reduced MN loss. The fate of transplanted cells at disease end-stage suggests that 17.6% of the grafted cells expressed both MN markers HB9 and choline acetyl transferase, and some of these extended axons in to the ventral roots \[[@CR64]\]. In their later study, *nmd* mice were transplanted alone or in combination with the pharmacological paradigm previously developed by Deshpande et al. \[[@CR46]\] and resulted in an extension of the lifespan. Interestingly, the beneficial effects were not only induced by the formation of neuromuscular junction from grafted MNs, but also via the modulation of the spinal microenvironment resulting in decreased neuroinflammation \[[@CR63]\]. Similar studies by Gao et al. \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\] have also suggested that human NSC-derived MNs can ameliorate motor function following neonatal sciatic nerve injury in rats. At 3 months post-transplantation, 51% of the transplanted cells were cholinergic and 6.4% of NMJ in the gastrocnemius muscle were contacted by grafted cells \[[@CR66]\]. This is very significant data, as it used human cells that are suitable for transplantation in patients, actually generated from our own laboratory. However, in our hands it has not been possible to produce any motor neurons under very similar culture and transplant conditions used in these articles. Our most parsimonious explanation of this difference may be related to the way the cells were labelled prior to transplantation. Unfortunately, Gao et al. \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\] did not use human specific markers to label the new human motor neurons in their transplants. Thus, it remains possible that pre-labelling the cells with adeno-associated virus shortly before transplantation allowed a small amount of live virus to be transplanted with the cells, which then infected the host rat MNs.

Many of the beneficial effects observed in the aforementioned studies have been attributed to the generation of MN-like cells. However, successful MN replacement strategy would necessitate the formation of long tracts of axonal outgrowth and the formation of functional neuromuscular junctions by the grafted cells. Unfortunately, this was only investigated in a few of these studies, and only Deshpande et al. \[[@CR46]\] and Yohn et al. \[[@CR48]\] further demonstrated that the newly formed connections were functional in their models. Without this valuable information it remains possible that the functional improvements in locomotor function observed are due to the presence of other neuronal or non-neuronal cells in the transplant, such as progenitors, nonmotor neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. These cells have been shown to secrete growth factors, and in some cases make connections with host motor neurons, thus potentially modulating their function and survival. However, in a sense, this is a side effect of the primary goal of these studies, which was to create motor neurons that project to the muscle. If other mechanisms of support were the end result, perhaps it would be better to tailor the cells to fit this role. Finally, in translating this work to human studies, it is clear that the large distances any motor neurons will have to traverse and the time it would take to reach the muscle may be a limiting factor in an aggressive diseases, such as ALS and SMA. Further studies showing efficacy in larger animals, such as the rat, pig, and monkey will be crucial to move this fascinating area of motor neuron replacement forward.

Motor Neuron Protection Rather Than Replacement as a Therapeutic Approach for MN Disease {#Sec6}
========================================================================================

Clearly, many studies support a role for intrinsic pathways of MN degeneration in ALS. In support of this idea, removal of the *SOD1* mutation from MNs resulted in a significant delay in disease onset \[[@CR67]\]. However, in this same article, the authors showed that while delaying onset, removal of mutant SOD1 from MNs had surprisingly little effect on disease duration. Earlier studies in 2003 by Clement et al. \[[@CR50]\] generated substantial evidence that damage to MNs could be derived from noncell autonomous processes. Using chimeric mice composed of a combination of normal and mutant SOD1 expressing cells, the authors demonstrated that neuronal or non-neuronal that do not express mutant SOD1 can significantly delay degeneration and extend the survival of mutant SOD1 expressing motor neurons. Further studies from the same group then revealed that genetic deletion of mutant SOD1 from either microglia or astrocytes had little effect on disease onset, but dramatically increased survival of animals after disease onset suggesting a strong modifying ability of these cells on disease progression \[[@CR67], [@CR68]\]. As healthy motor neurons have been shown to be more susceptible to degeneration when exposed to a toxic microenvironment neuronal support rather than replacement strategies become particularly appealing approaches. To date, a substantial number of studies using an assortment of cell types and modes of administration have now investigated the effect non-neuronal cell transplantation strategies on MN degeneration. Interestingly, in sharp contrast to the neuronal replacement approach, the majority of these studies have been conducted in mutant SOD1 animal models of ALS.

Using Non-Neural Cells to Support Dying Motor Neurons {#Sec7}
=====================================================

Microglia and Hematopoietic-Derived Stem Cells {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------

Microglia are the resident immune cells of the CNS parenchyma, represent over 10% of the cell population in the healthy brain and spinal cord and are of myeloid origin \[[@CR69], [@CR70]\]. In the unperturbed CNS, microglia are constantly surveying the microenvironment for damage which causes a rapid modification of the cell phenotype termed activation; a graded, diverse and highly dynamic response influenced by the nature of the insult and surrounding activation signals \[[@CR71]--[@CR73]\]. In an elegant study, transplantation of wild-type bone marrow in neonatal PU.1 knock-out mice with familial ALS extended lifespan and attenuated MN degeneration \[[@CR74]\]. In this experimental paradigm, CNS microglia and the cells of the peripheral immune system of grafted mutant SOD1 animals were entirely donor derived. Whole body irradiation followed by bone-marrow transplantation is another approach that has been used to investigate the role of donor derived microglial cells in ALS. This method enables infiltration of mononuclear phagocytes into the CNS and can result in a 2- to 50-fold increase in donor derived microglial cells \[[@CR75]\]. This strategy resulted in a significant amelioration in disease phenotype in mutant SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice \[[@CR76]--[@CR78]\]. However, the beneficial effect observed in this study failed to be reproduced by others in SOD1^G93A^ or SOD1^G37R^ mouse model of ALS \[[@CR74], [@CR79]--[@CR81]\]. The differences observed in these studies could be due to variances in the percentage of chimerism obtained following the cell transplantation procedure, age of the animals at grafting and the degree of integration of donor derived-cells into the into the CNS parenchyma. Transplantation of human umbilical cord blood (hUCB) cells has also shown some beneficial effect in SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice \[[@CR82], [@CR83]\]. Based on these interesting animal studies, 6 sporadic ALS patients were transplanted, with granulocyte colony-stimulating factor-primed peripheral blood progenitors from human leucocyte antigen matched donors following whole body irradiation and maintained on immunosuppressants to prevent graft-versus-host-disease (GHVD) \[[@CR84]\]. Engraftment was confirmed in all patients and postmortem analysis of spinal tissues showed various degrees of donor cell contribution in zones of MN distress. However, no clinical benefit from this treatment was observed. The lack of effect seen in this study could be due, in part, to the insufficient integration of grafted cells into the CNS parenchyma, the timing of cell transplantation or the inability of these cells to provide neuroprotection. However, as stated by the authors, as these bone marrow derived cells have the capacity to home to zones of CNS distress, the genetic modification of these cells to increase their trophic potential could be of value for future ALS therapeutics.

Mesenchymal Stem Cells {#Sec9}
----------------------

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent non-hematopoietic stem cells that can be isolated from the bone marrow and expanded to large numbers in culture \[[@CR85]--[@CR87]\]. They are easy to isolate, can be autologously transplanted, are capable of homing to zones of cellular distress and have been shown to have many positive effects in a wide variety of disease models including those for neurological illnesses \[[@CR88], [@CR89]\]. MSCs have the capacity to differentiate into cells of mesenchymal lineage (bone, cartilage, fat and myoblast) they have also be suggested to adopt "astrocytic like" and "neuronal like" cell fates \[[@CR90]--[@CR92]\]. In keeping with the different views on the possible phenotypic fate of MSCs, some studies have reported an extension in the lifespan and an increase in MN survival in mutant SOD1 mouse models of ALS following MSCs transplantation \[[@CR93]--[@CR96]\], whereas others have not \[[@CR97]\]. Interestingly, in line with MSC transplantation therapy for other disorders, while cells appear to move into areas of damage they only survive for brief periods of time and, in most cases, cannot be found in the CNS parenchyma a few weeks after transplantation. Any protective effects observed may have been caused by the transient production of trophic factors by transplanted cells. Another possibility is that immunomodulation by grafted cells, resulting in a decrease in gliosis and general inflammation, could also contribute to neuroprotection \[[@CR93]\]. Interestingly, the transplantation of MSCs directly into the sciatic nerve following a crush injury also prevented denervation of neuromuscular junctions and improved motor performance \[[@CR98]\]. These beneficial effects were greater when MSCs were primed to adopt an astrocyte-like morphology which induced the cells to produce more protective growth factors such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF); insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1.

Of great interest to the field is the first in man phase I clinical trial where mesenchymal cells have been directly transplanted into the spinal cord of patients with ALS. While there were no dramatic improvements in the patient rating scores this study did show that large volumes of cell suspension (remarkably up to one ml in three injection sites) could be injected into the living human spinal cord with no adverse effects \[[@CR99], [@CR100]\]. One could argue that the use of mesenchymal cells for direct transplantation into the spinal cord may be premature due to the lack of evidence that these cells can integrate and survive for long periods following direct spinal injection (all of the studies using mesenchymal stem cells described above have administered the cells through an intrathecal or intravenous approach). However, recently, a study by Mazzini and colleagues denoted that there is at least some survival of human mesenchymal cells following direct injection into the spinal cord in SOD1^G93A^ mice \[[@CR101]\]. In this study, the authors suggested that transplanted hMSCs showed considerable migration capabilities and delayed MN degeneration via modulating gliosis. However, transplanted cells rarely expressed neural markers and likely did not functionally integrate into the CNS parenchyma. Furthermore, the authors used a dye to label the cells prior to transplantation which can potentially leak into surrounding tissues if the transplant does not survive. The gold standard in these studies is to use human specific antibodies to track the cells and prove they have survived. Regardless of these technical problems, the versatility and innate trophic as well as immunomodulatory potential of MSCs make them an interesting candidate for cell based therapies. Further characterization of the mechanisms associated with neuroprotection need to be studied, and perhaps their survival and integration in larger animal spinal cords should be investigated prior to moving forward in further human trials.

Human NT2N and Sertoli Cells {#Sec10}
----------------------------

Human NT2N neurons were derived from a human teratocarcinoma cell line and display properties similar to that of primary neurons following a long differentiation protocol \[[@CR102], [@CR103]\]. Following bilateral intraspinal transplantation into SOD^G93A^ transgenic mice, hNT cells were shown to survive and lead to improvements in motor behavior (Willing et al. in 2001; Garbuzova-Davis et al. in 2001; Garbuzova-Davis et al. in 2002; and Garbuzova-Davis et al. in 2006). However, none of the studies revealed a significant effect of hNT cell transplantation on the lifespan of transgenic mice and the effect of grafted cells on motor neuron survival was not investigated. In another study, transplantation of Sertoli cells into the spinal cord of SOD1^G93A^ mice increased MN survival proximal, but not distal to the transplant site (Hemendinger et al. in 2005). Sertoli cells are normally found within the testes where they provide nutritional support and generate an immunoprivileged environment for the developing spermatogonia \[[@CR104]\]. Although grafted Sertoli cells had no effect on the lifespan of the SOD1^G93A^ mouse and no surviving cells were found by histological analysis, the beneficial effect observed of MN numbers may be attributed to the secretion of trophic factors, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF); insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1); ciliary neurotrophy factor (CNTF) by the cells before they died. Although this is an interesting source of tissue, more work needs to be done to establish how reliably these cells can survive in grafted animals and their toxicity profiles before they can be used in clinical trials on humans with motor neuron diseases.

Using Neural Cells as Support Dying Motor Neurons {#Sec11}
=================================================

Neural tissues represent a more natural source for transplantation into animal models of motor neuron disease and ultimately patients. They may be expected to integrate into the host tissue and survive for long periods of time, incorporating into the damaged area, and providing long-term support for dying motor neurons.

Astrocytes {#Sec12}
==========

Astrocytes are the most abundant glial cell type in the brain and spinal cord, representing approximately 60% of total CNS cells \[[@CR105]\]. These cells provide metabolic support to neurons, modulate and regulate synaptic strength via glutamate removal, regulate blood flow, maintain the BBB, and contribute to the regulation of CNS immune reactivity \[[@CR106]\]. Lepore et al \[[@CR107]\], targeted multi-segmental delivery of rodent glial restricted precursors (GRP) to the cervical spinal cord of a rat model of ALS. GRP cells are late glial precursors that have the ability to differentiate into oligodendrocytes and astrocytes \[[@CR108]\]. Transplantation of these cells reduced MN degeneration, slowed the decline in locomotor and respiratory function, and extended survival and disease duration in mutant SOD1^G93A^ rats. The transplanted cells efficiently differentiated into astrocytes and neuroprotection was found to be mediated, in part, by the ability of the transplanted cells to maintain normal expression of the glutamate transporter glutamate transporter-1 (GLT-1) and reduce microgliosis. It is clear that the rodent GRP cells used in this study could not be used in humans. Thus, it would now be of great interest to see if human GRP cells can also have these very significant functional effects in preclinical disease models, and ultimately human patients with ALS.

Human NSCs and Progenitor Cells {#Sec13}
===============================

Human NSCs and progenitor cells have been isolated from either the cortex or spinal cord of postmortem human fetal samples and used in transplant studies in mouse and rat models of ALS. Our laboratory has extensively studied cells derived from the fetal cortex grown in culture as 3-dimensional aggregates termed "neurospheres" in response to the mitogens epidermal growth factor and fibroblast growth factor-2. We have shown that these cells are regionally specified \[[@CR109]--[@CR112]\] and have a limited lifespan of approximately 50 population doublings \[[@CR113], [@CR114]\], and at later passages preferentially differentiate into astrocytes and some neurons, but not oligodendrocytes \[[@CR109], [@CR114], [@CR115]\]. As such, we have termed these bi-potent neural progenitor cells (hNPC) rather than multi-potent self-renewing NSCs. These cells can be efficiently banked. The most important aspect of these cells is that while they do not make motor neurons in the culture dish or after transplantation, they do not make teratomas, which is in direct contrast to more powerful human embryonic stem (hES) or induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. Clearly, major efforts have been made to differentiate hES and hiPS cells away from pluripotency to reduce the risk of teratoma formation. Moreover, differentiation of hES or iPS cells toward neural tissues is constantly being optimized in this rapidly moving field. However, at this stage if motor neurons are not the aim, it may be more suitable to use hNPCs rather than hES or hiPS cells in clinical trials.

In other studies, similar cells have been isolated from the cervical-thoracic spinal cord of a single 8-week-old human fetus, and have been expanded in culture in monolayers using fibroblast growth factor-2 as the mitogen. These cells have been described as NSCs by others \[[@CR116]\] and a clinical grade bank termed (NSI-566RSC) has been derived. Neural Stem Inc. (at Rockville, MD 20850), in collaboration with the Koliatsos Laboratory, have proceeded to transplant NSI-566RSC cells in mouse and rat SOD1^G93A^ models of ALS \[[@CR117]--[@CR120]\]. In the study by Yan et al. \[[@CR121]\], low passage NSI-566RSC appears to readily differentiate into neuronal cells following grafting. In the sham, avulsion, or excitotoxic lesion model, these cells predominantly matured and differentiated into neuronal cells (70% TUJ1+ cells) expressing glutamatergic and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic neurotransmitter markers \[[@CR121]\]. The remaining graft-derived cells were found to express nestin or the astrocyte marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP). Moreover, in a series of experiments, transplantation of these spinal human neural stem cells (hNSCs) into the parenchyma of SOD1^G93A^ rats or mice resulted in a modest extension in their lifespan \[[@CR118], [@CR119]\]. The phenotypic fate of TUJ1+ neuronal cells was not extensively investigated following grafting into SOD1 animals, but graft-derived TUJ1+ neurons were found to express synaptophysin and integrate into the motor neuron circuitry \[[@CR117]\]. Although some of the beneficial effects of transplanted cells observed in the previously mentioned studies may come from graft-derived gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic inhibition of motor neurons, this has not been directly investigated in SOD1 animals models \[[@CR117]--[@CR120]\]. However, Xu et al. \[[@CR119]\] showed a significant increase in the expression of brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF); glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF); vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in the spinal cords of grafted animals, suggesting that motor neuron survival may be attributed to increased trophic support. It could be suggested that transplantation of new neurons in the cord may interfere with the existing neuronal network through the generation of deleterious connections. Moreover, the long-term survival of neuronal cells in a chronic degenerative microenvironment is likely to be difficult to accomplish. However, many of these issues are difficult to address in animal models due to the short duration of disease progression. Therefore, carefully designed patient studies are an appropriate way forward to begin addressing these issues. Accordingly, a Food and Drug Administration-approved phase 1 clinical trial testing the feasibility and safety of direct transplantation of NSI-566RSC produced by neural stem cells (NSCs) into the spinal cord of ALS patients is currently ongoing (<http://clinicaltrials.gov>, identifier \#NCT01348451) \[[@CR122]\].

Using Stem Cells as a Vehicle for the Delivery of Therapeutic Compounds {#Sec14}
=======================================================================

Interestingly, nearly all of the transplantation strategies previously mentioned have attributed any increase in MN survival or improved motor behaviour and extension in lifespan to the production of trophic factors or other neuroprotective or immunomodulating molecules by the grafted cells. In other work, a direct beneficial effect of growth factors, such as GDNF, IGF-1, CNTF, and VEGF on motor neuron survival and function has been shown in experimental models of ALS \[[@CR123]\]. However, the observed beneficial effect of these molecules in ALS animal models failed to be translated to humans, in which delivery of these growth factors did not ameliorate disease progression, and in some cases caused serious side effects \[[@CR124]--[@CR126]\]. Among the many issues with these clinical studies, the major problem was likely to be appropriate delivery of the growth factor directly to the degenerating motor neurons in the brain and spinal cord. These proteins do not readily penetrate the spinal cord from either peripheral administration or direct administration to the cerebrospinal fluid. Direct delivery of growth factors using gene therapy approaches is an exciting area of study \[[@CR123]\], and there is 1 clinical trial currently ongoing in Sweden delivering VEGF protein directly to the cerebrospinal fluid of ALS patients (<http://clinicaltrials.gov>, identifier \#NCT01384162) and NCT00800501). Further clinical trials with viral vectors making growth factors need to be moved forward. However, cells within the CNS of patients are undergoing degeneration and further study is required to determine if the use these distressed cells to express growth factors to promote neuroprotection would be an efficient approach. An interesting alternative is *ex vivo* gene therapy in which the cells are genetically modified prior to transplantation to secrete powerful growth factors, or other molecules of interest. This approach provides the degenerating brain and spinal cord with cells having intrinsic neuroprotective potential but also altered to be more effective. This would also circumvent issues associated with classical protein delivery approaches, such as the inability to cross the blood-brain barrier, adverse side effects caused by systemic delivery, and short protein half-life. Supporting this approach, transplantation of hNPCs derived from the human fetal cortex expressing GDNF had a significant effect on MN survival compared to wild-type hNPCs in the SOD1^G93A^ rat model of ALS \[[@CR23]\]. However, no effect on paralysis in the targeted muscles was observed in these studies. In another study by Park et al. \[[@CR127]\], hNSCs derived from the fetal telencephalon-expressing GNDF or IGF-1 were transplanted into the cisterna magna or lateral ventricles and enhanced MN survival. However, in this study, Park et al. \[[@CR127]\] observed a significant decrease in the survival and irritable behaviors of their SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice following transplantation of GDNF-expressing cells. Interestingly, intracerebroventricular administration of GNDF in patients with Parkinson's disease has also been associated with side effects including nausea, loss of appetite, tingling, depression, and more \[[@CR128], [@CR129]\]. The side effects associated with widespread CNS delivery of GDNF-expressing cells argue for the use of a site-specific targeting technique for transplantation therapy. Interestingly, in 1 other study, an immortalized hNSC line derived from fetal telencephalon and modified to produce VEGF was intrathecally injected into SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mice \[[@CR130]\]. Although a thorough quantification of grafted cell fate was not performed, some hNSCs were shown to adopt a neuronal (MAP2+) or astrocytic (GFAP+) phenotype, and this led to increased survival and a reduction in symptoms of transgenic animals. Interestingly, 63.9% of total transplanted cells were shown to survive, and among these only 12.3% were found in the CNS parenchyma 4 weeks after grafting. The remaining cells were found along the meninges of the spinal cord.

An alternative approach to protecting motor neurons in the spinal cord is to target the degenerating connections within the muscle. Mohajeri et al. \[[@CR131]\] grafted genetically modified GDN- secreting myoblasts into the muscle tissue of the SOD1^G93A^ transgenic mouse and showed extended maintenance of neuromuscular junctions improvement of the disease phenotype. In fact, GDNF-secreting cells delayed the deterioration of motor behavior, slowed muscle atrophy, and enhanced motor neuron survival. More recently, we have followed-up on this approach by transplanting hMSC genetically modified to express GDNF into various muscle groups of the SOD1^G93A^ transgenic rat. In contrast to our intraspinal injections of hNPC-secreting growth factors, transplantation of GDNF secreting cells into the muscle resulted in an increase in MN numbers and enhanced survival \[[@CR132]\]. Combining stem cell transplantation and *ex vivo* gene therapy is a compelling approach, as it harnesses the innate neuroprotective capabilities of stem cells and provides a site specific delivery mechanism for potent therapeutic compounds. Recently, BrainStorm Cell Therapeutics Ltd. (12 Bazel St., POB 10019 Kiryat Aryeh, Petach Tikva, Israel 49001) has been approved to conduct a phase I/II clinical trial of NurOwn, an autologous stem cell therapy using mesenchymal bone marrow stromal cells secreting neurotrophic factors for patients with ALS (<http://clinicaltrials.gov>, identifier \#NCT01051882). Although most studies have investigated the potential of growth factor secreting cells, other candidates include molecules capable of regulating the immune response, glial activation, or excitotoxic stress, such as interleukin-4, transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β), or the glutamate transporter GLT-1.

Are iPS Cells the Future of Cell-Based Therapy for MN Disorders? {#Sec15}
================================================================

As previously discussed, a variety of cell types have been assessed in animal models of MN disorders for their efficiency in alleviating disease-related symptoms and pathology by replacing lost MNs, protecting remaining neuronal cells, or by modulating the CNS microenvironment. However, despite their great therapeutic potential, the use of embryonic stem (ES) or fetal-derived cells is hurdled by a number of concerns, including availability, the possibility of immune rejection and ethics. In 2006, Takahashi et al. \[[@CR133]\] described how mouse embryonic or adult fibroblast could be reprogrammed to pluripotency by the expression of oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4, under ES cell culture conditions and coined these iPS cells. Soon after, reprogramming of human somatic cells to a pluripotent state was achieved using similar approaches \[[@CR134]--[@CR136]\]. Similar to ES cells, iPS cells have the capacity to be differentiated into cells of endodermal, mesodermal, or ectodermal origin, and further lineage restriction can provide specific neural subtypes or astrocytes for CNS transplantation and disease modelling \[[@CR137]\]. Moreover, iPS cells can be generated from a variety of adult somatic tissues, making the work material readily available and circumventing ethical issues associated with the use of cells from embryonic or fetal origin. Interestingly, reprogramming cells to a pluripotent state has been shown to cause the reversal of signs associated with aging in normal cells \[[@CR138]\]. The possibility of autologous transplantation with iPS-derived cells resolves issues associated with graft rejection and complications resulting from long-term use of immunosuppressive drugs. However, the use of iPS-derived cells for transplantation is not without its own problems or limitations. First, the generation, characterization, and differentiation of iPS cells is a time-consuming and costly procedure. In rapidly progressing diseases, such as ALS, autologous transplantation may not be currently feasible. Second, in cases of disorders associated with a genetic defect, transplantation of iPS-derived cells with disease-associated mutation may not be prudent. For example, cells expressing SOD1 mutations can cause the degeneration of healthy wild-type MNs *in vitro* and neuronal specific expression of mutant SOD1 is sufficient to induce motor neuron degeneration in an animal model \[[@CR51], [@CR52], [@CR139]\]. Nevertheless, both in animal models and in human patients, it remains unclear as to when disease process is initiated and cells become dysfunctional or active participants in degeneration. Interestingly, following the differentiation into disease susceptible cell type, an overt phenotype is not always observed, even from cells carrying disease-associated mutations \[[@CR137], [@CR140]\]. This may indicate that aging or cellular stress challenges may be required to uncover or initiate a degenerative process. However, the absence of disease-associated phenotypes in some iPS-derived cells enhances their appeal for transplantation therapy.

Although autologous transplantation would be ideal in terms of circumventing immune rejection (even though this is not clearly based on recent rodent studies \[[@CR141]\]), it would be enormously expensive to generate patient specific lines, characterize them in preclinical animal models, and then use them for treatment. There would have to be a shift in thinking along the lines of other cell therapies (cord blood or bone marrow transplants) in which iPS cell production methods were approved for clinical use in humans. However, another promising strategy is the banking of iPS cells expressing different variants of human leucocyte antigen \[[@CR142]\]. This approach would significantly accelerate the transplantation process, as it would bypass the reprogramming of patient-specific fibroblasts, as well as the testing of new iPS cell lines for safety prior to transplantation. Moreover, it would significantly reduce the cost associated with the generation of patient-specific cells. Another important consideration prior to moving forward with iPS-derived cells for transplantation is safety. As for human embryonic stem cells, producing a final cell population devoid of undifferentiated iPS cells and lacking the capacity to form teratomas (while retaining the ability to produce surviving functional transplants) will have to be demonstrated. However, transplantation of iPS-derived cells into animal models of sickle cell anemia, hemophilia, Parkinson's disease, spinal cord injury, and diabetes has shown therapeutic potential \[[@CR143]--[@CR147]\]. More recently, transplantation of Pax7-induced iPS-derived myogenic progenitors into dystrophic mice results in extensive engraftment and an improvement in the contractile properties of treated muscles \[[@CR148]\]. Thus, these types of approaches hold out much hope for future trial. Although, to our knowledge, iPS-derived cells have not been proposed for use in clinical trial, GERON corporation (Menlo Park, CA 94025 USA) has recently initiated a phase 1 clinical trial for the use of human embryonic stem cells (hESC)-derived oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (GRNOPC1) in patients with spinal cord injury (<http://clinicaltrials.gov>, identifier \#NCT01217008). This trial represents another step forward bringing cell-based therapies for traumatic or neurodegenerative disease closer to the clinic.

Rationale for Cell Transplantation Therapy {#Sec16}
==========================================

The severity of the disease, coupled with the lack of effective treatment, has made ALS and SMA prime targets for cell transplantation. As previously described, transplantation approaches have great potential as a therapy for MN disorders and other neurodegenerative conditions. However, the enthusiasm associated with this new approach must be matched by an equally strong rationale prior to proceeding to clinical trials \[[@CR149], [@CR150]\]. Ideally, this should include demonstrating that the efficacy and safety of the treatment is reproduced across multiple studies. Importantly, for proper translation of preclinical work to human disorders, experimental study design in the animal models of motor neuron disease should carefully consider timing of the treatment. For example, the majority, if not all, transplantation studies carried out in ALS animal models have been performed in pre-symptomatic animals. Although this approach may apply to motor neuron pools not yet affected by the disease (when a patient is diagnosed with definite ALS), it may be of no therapeutic value for areas in which degeneration has already begun. Thus, to better determine the window of effectiveness of potential therapies, investigators should assess therapeutic approaches at multiple time points in animal models prior to moving forward to clinical translation. For ALS, many studies support the feasibility of an approach focused on neuronal protection. Indeed, motor neuron protection provided by the direct transplantation of cells into the spinal cord of mutant SOD1 animals has provided convincing evidence and promoted clinical translation of this approach. Moreover, preclinical studies have demonstrated the feasibility of direct parenchymal transplantation of stem cells and transplantation techniques are being continuously optimized \[[@CR151]--[@CR153]\]. Accordingly, a clinical trial, the first of its kind, using direct transplantation of human spinal cord progenitors in ALS patients is presently underway and has recently been reviewed \[[@CR122]\]. In contrast, further evidence demonstrating the efficiency or feasibility of cell transplantation for neuronal replacement/support therapy in SMA is still needed. In fact, only 2 studies investigating stem cell transplantation in an animal model of SMA has been published to date and are previously described \[[@CR55], [@CR62]\]. These studies investigated neuronal replacement as a therapeutic strategy for SMA, experimental paradigms using the currently available SMA models have yet to explore the possible therapeutic potential of transplanting stem cells for neuronal support. Moreover, transplantation therapy for types 1 and 2 SMA patients requires optimization of methods for efficient and perhaps minimally invasive delivery of stem cells into the spinal cords of infants. Hence, prior to pursuing cell transplantation strategies for SMA into the clinic, further investigation is clearly warranted.

Conclusion and Future Perspectives {#Sec17}
==================================

Significant progress investigating cell transplantation therapy for motor neuron disease, in particular, ALS, has occurred in recent years. Optimization of the transplantation techniques, combined with grafting of appropriate cell type expressing, the most potent neuroprotective molecules will undoubtedly lead to the generation of successful therapeutic strategies for ALS and perhaps other motor neuron disorders. In addition, future studies should also investigate cell transplantation strategies aimed at preventing the degeneration of cortical motor neuron, as significant degeneration of this cell population also contributes to ALS pathology and is recapitulated in mutant SOD1 transgenic mice \[[@CR55], [@CR154], [@CR155]\]. Moreover, as mutations in *SOD1* are only responsible for 2% of all ALS cases, studies corroborating the therapeutic effect of stem cell therapy in newly available models of ALS should be performed. Finally, as effective therapeutic strategies for MN disease will undoubtedly require grouping multiple therapeutic approaches (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), experimental studies should now be designed to explore combination therapies.Fig. 1Schematic representation of possible therapeutic approaches for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and other motor neuron disorders. CNS = central nervous system; ES embryonic stem cells; iPS = induced pluripotent stem cells; MSCs = mesenchymal stem cells
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